
Application for Classes/Activities Held on LDLA Property  (updated 10/14/20) 

  

Organized classes or activities are allowed on LDLA-owned property if approved by the LDLA 

Board. The nine requirements below must be followed to receive approval: 

  

1. Activities must not include a significant element of risk for participants or any non-

participating Members. For instance, a low-impact yoga class would be fine from a risk 

standpoint but a firearms class would likely not receive approval. 

2. Activities must only be for LDLA Members and their immediate guest(s) and current 

LDHA Beach Members. The “organizer” or “instructor” of the activity can NOT promote 

the activity to non-members and then consider attendees to be their guest(s). 

3. Activities can’t inconvenience non-participating Members.  For instance, an activity that 

would tie up the entire beach and cause non-participating Members to be unable to use 

the beach would not be allowed. 

4. Activities must be open to all LDLA Members who wish to participate and are willing to 

pay any associated costs. 

5. Activities must not cause the LDLA and non-participating Members to incur additional 

costs.  This includes, but is not limited to, site prep and clean up costs. 

6. Activities must be organized by LDLA Member(s).  Under no circumstances are non-

members allowed to organize activities on LDLA property.  Non-members can instruct a 

class IF invited to do so by a LDLA Member. 

7. All paid instructors must have General Liability insurance, listing the association as 

Additional Insured with a Waiver of Subrogation. Paid instructors should also have 

Workers Compensation Insurance or documentation from the State that they are declining 

coverage for work related injuries.  

8. If instructors are LDLA Members, they are not allowed to charge for their service (or 

receive “donations”) as it’s contrary to our Plat Restrictions as interpreted by the LDLA 

Attorney.  LDLA Members are however welcome to lead a class on a volunteer basis. 

When operating as a volunteer, the insurance requirements in #7 above are not necessary. 

9. All participants, and any paid or volunteer instructors, must sign a liability release 

available from the Lake Manager. 

  

If you are in agreement with the above and would like to organize a class on LDLA property, please 

provide the following information to the LDLA Board at ldla@lakedoster.net: 

  

Describe the proposed activity (include expected number of participants, timing for activity, any 

fees, and desired location).___________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________. 

  

If the instructor will be paid, please provide the name of the instructor along with proof of Workers 

Comp Insurance and copies of General Liability insurance, listing the association as Additional 

Insured with a Waiver of Subrogation. 


